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Our Price $20,950
Retail Value $27,950

Specifications:

Year:  2005  

VIN:  1ZVFT84N855228647  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  228647  

Model/Trim:  Mustang V6 Deluxe  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Convertible  

Exterior:  White  

Engine:  4.0L NA V6 single overhead cam (SOHC)
12V

 

Interior:  Red Cloth  

Transmission:  5-Speed Automatic  

Mileage:  16,971  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 17 / Highway 26

Step into the realm of timeless American
muscle with this pristine 2005 Ford
Mustang V6 Deluxe, a modern-day classic
that embodies the spirit of freedom and the
thrill of the open road. With an
exceptionally low mileage of just 16,971
miles, this Mustang isn't just a car; it's a
near-new time capsule waiting to be
unleashed.

Dressed in a striking white exterior, this
Mustang's paint job glistens under the sun,
reminiscent of pure adrenaline and
untamed power. It's a color that doesn't
just turn heads—it snaps them back. The
boldness continues inside, where you'll find
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boldness continues inside, where you'll find
a vibrant red cloth interior that beckons
you to slide behind the wheel and become
one with the machine. The contrast of the
red against the white exterior creates a
visual impact that's both sporty and
sophisticated.

Under the hood lies a robust 4.0L NA V6
single overhead cam (SOHC) 12V engine,
a heart that beats with pure American
ingenuity. It's a powerplant that offers a
perfect blend of performance and
efficiency, making it a joy to command
whether you're cruising down the
boulevard or carving through winding back
roads. Mated to a smooth-shifting 5-speed
automatic transmission, this Mustang
delivers a driving experience that's both
exhilarating and accessible, no matter your
skill level.

This Mustang isn't just a car; it's a winner
—literally. It's a thrice-awarded stallion by
Kelley Blue Book for Best Redesigned
Vehicle, a testament to its exceptional
engineering, design, and the sheer joy it
brings to drivers like you. These accolades
aren't just plaques on a wall; they're
promises of the satisfaction you'll feel
every time you fire up that V6 and hear it
roar to life.

Manufacturer options and packages on
this vehicle have been thoughtfully
selected to enhance your driving
experience. Each feature has been
designed to complement the Mustang's
performance, ensuring that every moment
behind the wheel is as enjoyable as it is
memorable. This Mustang isn't just a car
with options; it's a bespoke chariot tailored
to the enthusiast who demands both style
and substance.

Imagine yourself taking command of this
2005 Ford Mustang V6 Deluxe, a car that



 

2005 Ford Mustang V6 Deluxe, a car that
offers more than just transportation—it
offers an escape. Every drive becomes an
event, an opportunity to savor the pure
pleasure that only a Mustang can deliver.
It's a chance to relive the glory days of
muscle cars while enjoying the comforts
and conveniences of modern technology.

This Mustang isn't just a purchase; it's an
investment—an investment in joy, in
excitement, in the sheer love of driving.
With its low mileage and impeccable
condition, it stands as a rare find, a gem
that's been lovingly cared for and is now
ready for its next adventure.

Don't let this opportunity gallop away.
Contact us today to schedule your test
drive and experience the legend for
yourself. Feel the power, embrace the
freedom, and become part of the Mustang
legacy. This isn't just any car. It's your
2005 Ford Mustang V6 Deluxe, and it's
waiting for you.

Don't hesitate to call or text anytime 602-
513-3298
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 04/27/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options
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Snapshot

2005 FORD MUSTANG V6 DELUXE

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

2 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

Last owned in
Arizona

22 Detailed records available

16,199 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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